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Oscar I. Rivera

Omega U.S.
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CLAIMANTS SUCCESSFULLY WON NUMEROUS GOVERNMENT 
CONTRACTS
• Minsa Capsi Contracts

• Three medical facilities:  MC Rio 
Sereno Contract, MC Kuna Yala 
Contract & the MC Puerto Caimito 
Contract (C-0028; C-0030; C-0031)

• Mercado Público de Colón 
Contract

• Public market (C-0034)

• Ciudad de las Artes Contract

• Higher education facility (C-0042)

• La Chorrera Contract

• Courthouse and parking facility (C-
0048)

• Municipality of Panama Contract

• Public markets (C-0056)

• Municipality of Colón Contract

• Municipal hall and mayoral offices 
(C-0051)
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CLAIMANTS’ INVESTMENT  WAS A PROVEN FINANCIAL SUCCESS

• In 2011, Omega Panama earned  in revenue
Compass Lexecon 2 ¶ 60

• By the end of 2013, its revenue had reached nearly  
Compass Lexecon 2 ¶ 60

• Going forward its contracts were valued at over 
Compass Lexecon 1, Table VIII
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CONTAINS PROTECTED INFORMATION















RESPONDENT BLOCKED OMEGA FROM OBTAINING ANY NEW 
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
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• Ciudad de las Artes
• Administrative Resolution terminating the Ciudad de las Artes Contract on 

23 Dec. 2014
C-0044; C-0230: Resolution No. 391-14 DG/DAJ from INAC dated 23 Dec. 2014

• Municipality of Panama
• Administrative Resolution terminating the Municipality of Panama Contract 

on 28 Sept. 2016
C-0234: Resolution No. C-10-2017 dated 28 Sept. 2016

• Prohibition on Public Bidding
• Omega prohibited from bidding until 15 Feb. 2020
C-0443: List of Debarred Companies, PANAMACOMPRA





































RESPONDENT BEARS THE BURDEN OF PROVING ITS 
CORRUPTION ALLEGATIONS 

• The evidence must be “clear,” “fully proven,” “obvious” or “manifest”

– “The above omissions are clear and were duly proven in the case.”

– “In the proceedings, it was fully proven that the Claimant was not only
not dedicated to operating vehicle inspection stations, but it also did not
have any operations or employees.”

– “Consequently, it is obvious that Inceysa also presented false
information concerning its own experience and capacity, thus violating,
once again, one of the essential pillars that led El Salvador to award the
bid to it.”

- Inceysa v. El Salvador (CL-0067) ¶¶ 108, 109, 118 
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RESPONDENT BEARS THE BURDEN OF PROVING ITS 
CORRUPTION ALLEGATIONS 

• Respondent bears the burden of proving its corruption allegations.

– “However, when allegations of corruption are raised, either as part of a
claim or as part of a defense, the party asserting that corruption
occurred must establish the corruption through clear and convincing
evidence.”

Submission of the United States of America dated 3 February 2020 ¶ 45
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RESPONDENT AGREES ON KEY POINTS OF FACTS AND LAW

• The only allegation of corruption concerns only one of the eight
contracts at issue, and post-dates the establishment of Claimants’
investment by years.

– “If, at the time of the initiation of the investment, there has been compliance with
the law of the host state, allegations by the host state of violations of its law in the
course of the investment, as a justification for state action with respect to the
investment . . . could not deprive a tribunal acting under the authority of the BIT of
its jurisdiction.” Fraport (CL-0124) ¶ 345

– “The Tribunal considers that a distinction has to be drawn between (1) legality as at
the initiation of the investment . . . and (2) legality during the performance of the
investment.” Hamester (RL-0006) ¶ 127
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RESPONDENT AGREES ON KEY POINTS OF FACTS AND LAW

• Claimants have been investigated for over five years in Panama, and never been tried
or convicted of any crime. Investigations have been nullified or dismissed, and
prescription periods have run.

– “DECLARE the nullity of every act in the criminal proceedings officially initiated and
based on accusations from members from the community, for the allegations of
money laundering, against … OSCAR IVÁN RIVERA, ID No. ; as a result
of violation of due process and errors related to general denomination of the crime.”
(C-0008)

– “Based on the above considerations, we respectfully recommend to the Honorable
Court that a ruling be issued ordering OBJECTIVE AND IMPERSONAL
PROVISIONAL DISMISSAL …” (C-0942)

– “The United States cannot proceed with the provisional arrest request at this time,
as it does not contain sufficient factual support linking Rivera Rivera to the money
laundering charge.” (C-0900)
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CLAIMANTS’ PAYMENTS TO REYNA WERE LEGITIMATE
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Ms. Maria Gabriela Reyna Lopez 

- See also Jimenez 2 at 38

“I just want to clarify that the real estate operations carried out with PUNELA
INVESTMENT (OMEGA) and with ALPHA BUSINESS CORP are perfectly
legal and legitimate acquisitions. I don’t believe that there are any links of any
other kind of relationship between OMEGA and the people related to Mr. Ricardo
Calvo and other people . . . .”

“He suggested including the Concepto y Espacios payment within the legitimate
operations of my client JR BOCAS INVESTMENT.”

Supplemental Declaration of Maria Gabriela Reyna Lopez dated 14 July 2015 
(C-0089 resubmitted), at 5, 8. 



THE LAND TRANSACTION WAS LEGITIMATE
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- Troyano ¶ 14

Mr. Troyano’s Expert Report

• “In my experience, and after analyzing the documentation that was provided
to me, I conclude that the Agreement signed by JR Bocas Investment Inc. and
Punela Development Corp. is a Promise of Purchase and Sale Agreement for
Real Property, as its title indicates, and this Agreement is legally valid. This
conclusion is based on the intrinsic content of the clauses contained in the
Agreement in question, and in particular those clauses in which the literal
meaning and evident intention of the parties show that the parties intended to
enter into a Promise of Purchase and Sale for real property.”



THE LAND TRANSACTION WAS LEGITIMATE 
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ARC’s Expert Report
• “We conclude that the sales price according to the promise of purchase agreement for FINCA 35659, of 

$12.65 per square meter is considered to be reasonable and within the market range in Cañas at the time of 
purchase.” – ARC 1 at p. 2

• “The Azuero Peninsula, and Finca 35659 in particular, are home to some of the most unique and attractive 
attributes in the Panamanian real estate market, including a dry climate, road access, water access, and 
gentle topography with unobstructed ocean views, making the land highly desirable for investment and project 
development.” – ARC 2 at p. 33

• “Ultimately, what Respondent and its experts contend are deficiencies in the Promise of Purchase and Sale 
Agreement are instead mere formalities that are by no means necessary when closing a real estate 
transaction in Panama, which explains the absence of items like an appraisal and irrevocable promise of 
payment agreement. Finally, the terms of the Promise of Purchase and Sale Agreement are reasonable in our 
experience.” – ARC 2 at p. 33

Mr. Rivera’s testimony
• “Further, to make sure the deal was done properly, I secured Panamanian counsel, specifically the law firm of 

IGRA which at the time was considered one of the most reputable law firms in Panama. IGRA advised not only 
on the preparation of the Promise Agreement, but also on how the transaction would work.” – Rivera 3 ¶ 12 



NATIONAL ASSEMBLY DID NOT PROVE ALLEGATIONS AGAINST 
CLAIMANTS

Panama’s Designated Prosecutor:

Omega Panama and PR Solutions were “in the range 
of companies not linked to the unjustified assets 
of [Moncada Luna] according to the theory of the 
case of the prosecution.”

Transcript of Moncada Luna’s Sentencing Hearing dated 5 Mar. 2015 (C-0930) at 26:36
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NO EVIDENCE OF CORRUPTION IN LA CHORRERA CONTRACT

“The methodology used to prepare this
Report has been that of a ‘blind’ analysis
by each of the experts, which entails
individually assessing the contractual
documentation (Annex 2 of the Report
identifies the documents of the bid file
analyzed in the Expert Report) without
any knowledge of the scores awarded by
the Evaluation Committee. . . .

The two evaluations agree on the
winning company of the Bid:
CONSORCIO OMEGA ENGINEERING,
as well as in its score, which is 100
POINTS.”

Public Contracts Experts at 3, 6
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“On October 17, 2012, Justice
Moncada Luna, taking into
consideration the report from the
evaluation commission designated
to evaluate the companies that
participated in the Public Act,
selected Omega as the Contractor for
the La Chorrera Project and, at Justice
Moncada Luna’s direction, and in
accordance with the Law of Public
Contracts, the Judicial Authority
executed the La Chorrera Contract with
Omega on November 22, 2012.”

Vielsa Rios 1 ¶ 12
See also Vielsa Rios 2 ¶¶ 5-6 



RESPONDENT HAS SHOWN NO WRONGDOING BY CLAIMANTS

49- Jimenez 2 at pp. 5-6





2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

RESPONDENT HAS SHOWN NO WRONGDOING BY CLAIMANTS
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Panama Requests 
Extradition of Mr. Rivera 
for Money Laundering 
Charges 
(Dec. 15, 2015) 
[C-0900: Letter from Panama’s 
Foreign Affairs Ministry to 
Panama’s Office of the Attorney 
General attaching the U.S. State 
Department’s Denial of Panama’s 
Request of a Provisional Arrest for 
the Purpose of Extraditing Mr. 
Rivera dated 29 Feb. 2016] 

U.S. Department of State Declines 
Extradition 
(Feb. 29, 2016) 
[C-0900: U.S. State Department’s Denial of 
Panama’s Request of a Provisional Arrest for 
the Purpose of Extraditing Mr. Rivera dated 
29 Feb. 2016] 

Money Laundering proceedings 
against Mr. Rivera declared a 
nullity by Panama’s Second 
Superior Tribunal for the First 
Judicial District
(Sept. 23, 2016) 
[C-0008: Judgment of Panama’s Second 
Superior Tribunal for the First Judicial 
District dated 23 Sept. 2016]

Anti-corruption Prosecutor 
Requested the Provisional 
Dismissal of the Bribery 
Investigation 
(June 29, 2018) 
[C-0942: Prosecutor’s Opinion 
No. 43 dated 29 June 2018] 

Provisional Dismissal of Bribery 
Investigation Confirmed by the 
First Court of the Criminal Circuit 
of the First Judicial Circuit of 
Panama 
(Nov. 26, 2018) 
[C-0908: Provisional Dismissal No. 143 dated 
26 Nov. 2018]

Prescription 
Period for 
Bribery Charges 
Runs 
(July 2019) 
[C-0927: Panamanian 
Criminal Code 
(excerpts) dated 6 
Apr. 2010]

RULING
Based on the merits of the foregoing, the SECOND SUPERIOR COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, administering
justice on behalf of the Republic and as authorized by law . . . DETERMINES: DECLARE the nullity of every act in the criminal
proceedings officially initiated and based on accusations from members from the community, for the allegations of money
laundering, against …. OSCAR IVÁN RIVERA, ID No. 421723037; as a result of violation of due process and errors related to
general denomination of the crime. C-0008 resubmitted 2 at p. 2
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“It is also my opinion that Panama failed to show—and certainly could not have proved—that 
Omega and/or Mr. Rivera engaged in money laundering with respect to corruption 
allegations involving Moncada Luna. Panama relied exclusively on bank transaction analysis to 
link Mr. Rivera and Omega to Mr. Moncada Luna. However, Panama’s bank transaction analyses 
included mathematical errors, illogical assumptions, contradictory interpretations of the same set of 
transactions and missing days/weeks/months of transactions during which Panama has no idea 
what happened and cannot ascribe the transactions to anyone, let alone Omega or Mr. Rivera.

The flawed transaction analyses invalidates Panama’s corruption and money laundering allegations 
against Omega and Mr. Rivera and severs any claimed “link” between Omega and/or Mr. Rivera 
and Mr. Moncada Luna. Moreover, Panama was unable to produce any other evidence of 
supposed corruption or money laundering such as communications, witness testimony or 
computer records to support their conclusion. Finally, Panama failed to either investigate or 
failed to produce evidence of investigations into certain other individuals who may have been linked 
to the unjust enrichment of Mr. Moncada Luna.”

Jimenez 2 at p. 3

RESPONDENT HAS SHOWN NO WRONGDOING BY CLAIMANTS



Charles T. Kotuby Jr.

Other Jurisdictional Objections and Treaty Standards

Restitution and Quantum
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THE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROVISIONS ARE NOT 
“APPLICABLE”

• The MINSA Capsi Contracts Do Not Address Investment Disputes

“Any dispute related to the execution, enforcement, development or termination of 
the Contract that cannot be resolved directly by the parties shall be resolved by legal 
arbitration, in accordance with the Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of 
Commerce.” C-0028: Contract No. 077 dated 22 Sept. 2011; C-0030: Contract No. 083 
dated 22 Sept. 2011; C-0031: Contract No. 085 dated 22 Sept. 2011.

• Ciudad de las Artes and Mercado Público de Colón Contracts Do Not 
Address Investment Disputes

“THE PARTIES have chosen Panama City, Panama as special domicile . . . Any claim 
that arises due to the interpretation or enforcement of this Contract shall be 
resolved by mutual agreement between The Parties, and if it cannot be resolved in this 
way, the dispute shall be submitted to the Panamanian courts.” C-0042: Contract No. 
093-12 dated 6 July 2012; C-0034: Contract No. 043 dated 17 Aug. 2012.
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RESPONDENT’S KEY TREATY BREACHES

1. Respondent’s Agencies Refused to Sign Virtually All Change 
Orders and Payment Applications to the Omega Consortium

2. Comptroller General Refused to Endorse Virtually All 
Payments to the Omega Consortium, Cutting Off All Cash 
Flow

3. Comptroller General Refused to Endorse Virtually All Change 
Orders for the Omega Consortium’s Projects, Causing 
Contracts to Lapse

4. MEF Slashed the State Budget for the Omega Consortium’s 
Largest Project

5. INAC Administratively Terminated the Omega Consortium’s 
Largest Contract, Imposing a Ban on Future Bidding (Without 
Notice)

6. Municipality of Panama Administratively Terminated 
Contract, and Imposed a Further Three Year Ban on Bidding

7. Respondent Initiated Bogus Criminal Investigations
8. Criminal Authorities Froze Bank Accounts
9. Criminal Authorities Issued Detention Orders
10.Respondent Issued Extradition Request and Interpol Red 

Notice
69

Expropriation: 

#1 through #8: The “substantial deprivation” of 
“virtually all” of an investment 

Fair and Equitable Treatment: 

#1 through #10: Arbitrariness, a willful neglect 
of duty and due process, and subjective bad 
faith 

Full Protection & Security:

#8 through #10: Threats to physical security 

Umbrella Clause: 

#1 through #6: Sovereign failure to “observe 
obligations . . . with regard to investment”















Carlos F. Concepción

Shook, Hardy & Bacon

Conclusion
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